
CHANDIGARH  ADMINISTRATION, UT, CHANDIGARH

WALK IN  INTERVIEW

1. Electricity Department, UT, Chandigarh is  conducting  walk in

interview  on  dated 04.11.2012 for which registration of the  candidates will

be started from  9.00 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. at the  premises of Library Hall,

Ground Floor, UT Secretariat Building, Sector 9-D, Chandigarh for  filling up

the  following posts purely on contract basis for a period of ONE year or

till the  regular  incumbent  is  posted  whichever is  earlier.  The candidates

who  fulfill the  following  qualification  are  required to appear for the

shorthand  test at  above premises alongwith  their  bio-data in prescribed

format to be  downloaded  from the  website www.chdengineering.gov.in on

the above date and time.

Sr.
No.

Name
of
post

Number
of post

Age Limit Qualification Consolidated
emoluments
per month

1 Steno-
Typist

3 (Gen) 18 to 25
Years
as on
1.1.2012

Bachelor’s Degree from
recognized Board/
University or its
equivalent and a speed of
80 words per minute in
English shorthand and 20
words per minute in
transcripting the same in
English typing and
knowledge of Computer.

Rs.13600 /-

2. Note: *The number of vacancies can be increased or decreased.

3. The  candidates  for the  post of  Steno-Typist will  have  to qualify the

Shorthand  test with a speed of 80 words per minute in English and 20 words

per minute in transcripting the same in English typing.  All the  candidates

will have to bring  their “own typewriter”.  No typewriter will be  arranged

by the  Department . The  stationery  for the shorthand  test will be  supplied

by the Department.

4. The Stenography test will be of 90 marks and one mark will be

deducted for each mistake.

5. The department  reserve the right to call the qualified candidates for

interview on the basis of merit.

No  T.A/D.A  will be  paid  for the  above  said  test.

-sd/-

Dated: Superintending Engineer,
Electricity Operation Circle,
UT Secretariat Building,5th Floor,
Room No. 511,Sector 9-D,
Chandigarh.


